We chose a two-row barn
with feed bunks
by Hoard’s Dairyman magazine and farm staff

THERE are two aspects of our new

There are other verticals almost kind of like it.
What can we say? We’re flattered.
It’s what a mixer should be.
Don’t do dairy without one.
Our Mixers Work.

dairy facilities that are different
than current trends. First, we chose
to have just two rows of face-to-face
free stalls, rather than four, six, or
even eight which are showing up in
some cross-ventilated barns. Second, we chose to install feed bunks
rather than have flat mangers. We
were familiar with two Holstein operations, both with 30,000-pound
plus herd averages, one with a tworow curtain barn with no fans and
the other with bunks.
The main reasons for us to go
two-row involve ventilation. Our
site is well exposed to prevailing
south/southwest summer winds.
Average wind speed for Fort Atkinson during August is 7 mph. (Of
course, we do have our dog days.)
However, with 16-foot-high sidewalls, 60-foot width, and our relatively heat-tolerant Guernseys, we

Blake Scharine, Whitewater, Wis.,
we did some pencil pushing on the
trade-offs. The following comparisons are all based on covered drive
alleys and 250 stalls, although our
new barn has 232 stalls.
A 116- by 200-foot, six-row barn
would have 23,200 square feet or
93 square feet per cow. A four-row
barn might tape 99 by 300 feet and
have 29,700 square feet or 119
square feet per stall. You can see
why people have been drawn to sixrow barns, just based on initial cost.
With a 60- by 600-foot, two-row
barn, you end up with 36,000 square
feet or 144 square feet per stall. But,
as we have said, we don’t plan to
use fans in our two-row barn.
For the sake of comparison, a 250stall, four-row barn might have four
rows of fans with six fans in each
row, for a total of 24. In each side of
the barn, one row of fans would be
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How do you
milk cows
after a stroke?

Milk Bar Nipples are designed to promote
salivation and discourage gulping. Saliva
contains ANTIBODIES and DIGESTIVE
ENZYMES . Salivation discourages
unsanitary CROSS-SUCKING allowing
calves to be raised in groups.
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Milk Bar Nursers are available in a
wide range of sizes
and styles.
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chose not to install fans in the free
stall barn. We do have fans in the
holding pen and could add misters
there if we thought we needed to.
There is no insulation under the
free stall barn roof.
We believe our cows went through
last summer without showing much
heat stress. Milk production held
well during hot spells, although, as
reported in our January 10, 2008,
issue, page 22, we felt that new
barn/new herdmates’ stress was
keeping our somatic cell counts
higher than we liked to see them.
Having a narrow barn means
having a long barn . . . 568 feet, in
fact. And having one drive alley for
two rows of stalls means having
more building space per stall.
Working with our general contractor and dairy equipment supplier,

placed over the feed and the other
over the double row of stalls.
We estimate the fans, wiring, and
installation would cost between
$30,000 and $35,000. Electricity cost
is going to be in range of $10,000
per year assuming 10 cents per kilowatt hour and that the fans run an
average of 12 hours a day between
May 1 and September 30.
We compared our ventilation cost
analysis with a similar one prepared by Curt Gooch at Cornell
University. In both cases, the cost
of owning and operating the fans
was between $15,000 and $20,000
per year.
Having a one-time expense of
extra building space per stall compared to annual ventilation expense
in the $15,000 to $20,000 range
CLEAR-SPAN CONSTRUCTION
provides a nice atmosphere without
much additional cost in a 60-foot building. Our feeder essentially spends no
time removing old feed from the bunk.

